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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will be a reflection on my experience of introducing the Occupational Therapy paradigm to FarmAbility (a day service based on a working farm for adults with Autism and Learning Disabilities) and how Occupational language, theories, approaches and practice have become integral to our identity and service delivery.Just a note on questions, I have Autism and find processing verbal information extremely challenging in stressful situations so to avoid you getting completely nonsensical answers, the organisers have arranged for a ….. Which you can stick post its on with questions which I will respond to at Lunch time….
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FarmAbility
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Introduce FarmAbility.Each week supports 50 adults with autism and learning disabilities to engage in meaningful and purposeful activities on a working farm and consequently develop skills for life and work.Most co-farmers attend our day service, we also deliver a schools programme for students transitioning from school/college and EmployAbiilty programme for people who are unable to access traditional routes such as apprenticeships/supported internships due to age, difficulties with college environemnt, not ready etc.



Diverse settings
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Got to uni and was surprised to hear Ots worked in hospitals!!  So I guess I was already on a path to becoming an OT in a ‘non traditional’ setting!  Became very disolusioned by my placements and the disparity between what we were being taught at uni and what I was seeing in practice!  Half the time it didn’t feel like OT at all!  Volunteered at FarmAbility and here it was! – OT, I was surrounded…….except there were no Ots there!  



What’s in a name?
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……That which we call a roseBy any other name would smell as sweet.”Shakespear was right, here was something that was clearly working for the co-farmers but it was coming from a place of hit and miss, see what happens.  Bringing OT theory and practice in to the equation has bought us as a charity to a more confident position of ‘this works and this is why’.  Given language to express and be taken seriously. LD teams.This is important not just for our identity and confidence as a charity, but for when getting support from funders and supporters and when expanding the work we do.So it doesn’t matter that my role doesn’t say OT or that I’m not in a traditional setting but it is about what OT can bring to FarmAbility/other diverse settings to develop and strengthen the quality of service that co-farmers or other client groups receive.  Sometimes the OT name drop does help!  Also if you use OT then people will start to have greater understanding and expectations of the proffession.  



Getting started…

Thomas 1982
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Small young charity very open minded few established approaches/fixed ways of doing things!Noticing small things that will have an impact that can be addressed from OT perspective (schedule board).  Explaining why, how it relates to OT, vocal in discussions, when something works how it relates to meaningful occupation…When I was training we learnt about….. Make it explicit but not separate yourself with overly complex language.  Be able to articulate what you as an OT can do for the charity/organisation, or why you’d be best suited to a particular task or role.  What’s in it for them? – Students, specialist skills, robust, evidenced based models of practice and outcome measures…..until now people are starting to do it themselves we have moved to a place where people are developing strategies and using tools more independently – shows learning and deep understanding.Students help increase the intensity of soapboxing! concepts and approaches.



Keeping it Meaningful
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As Ots we believe that engagement in meaningful occupations enhances health and wellbeing.  We have and can create opportunities to work with diverse groups of people, particuarly those groups who do not have the same occupational opportunities as the general population be it due to dissability, mental health, stigma or all of these. Mahoney - Without opportunities for meaningful choices and opportunities for occupational experiences that are enriching, people are at risk of occupational alientation. Indeed Wilding and Whitford argue that as Ots it is our moral  and ethical imperative to support people to engage in meaningful occupations and that in not doing so we would have failed in our duty of care.  Sounds like heavy stuff?.... But without using meaningful occupation as both a means as an end, who are we??Gillen and Greeber offer us some strategies for achieving the ones which I think are particularly relevant to working in diverse settings and getting everyone on board!:Use Occupational language and be able to explain your reasoning, evidence and theories in a way that is accessible.  To quote Fortune we must be rebels that are articulate about our cause!.... Discuss a person in terms of their occupational performance rather than their diagnosis.  Something we naturally do but have enhanced though recording ‘everyday breakthroughs’ – what someone has done that was out of the ordinary that day.Have students and be involved in practice education – opportunities to meet Ots acting as long arm supervisors strengthens connections and can challenge / visa versa.  Students keep me focussed on the OT, bring new ideas, perspectives, ask questions, reflect and prompt my own reflection.Contribute to magazines, seminars and conferences. I’d like to add get involved in specialist groups and relevant organisations – for us it has been Care Farming UK – part of outcome measurement working group and exploration into care farming qualification.



Questions
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Post it notes!OrMy e-mail is at the top of the slides or I have cards so if you would like one so you can get in touch later then please do!
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